
2017-11-06 Rehearsal Notes 
Brahms 
 
-Strings - vibrate first chords 
-strings - m.4 & 6 - small comma before beat 4 
-m.29 - tutti - comma after downbeat, then very connected for the next four notes, then comma 
again. This pattern repeats three more times from letter B to m. 39 
-Letter C - strings start forte, then descrec 
-Strings - 3 after D - at the tip, little bow and subtle hairpins 
-Strings - letter E - flautando 
-Winds/Strings - m.126 and similar spots - space before the sixteenth (happens again at 320) 
-Tutti - Letter G - very connected (same at Q) 
-Tutti - play light and focus on intonation at m.150-152 and 158-159 
-Tutti - Letter K - in 4, almost twice as slow 
-Violins/Violas - m.209-210, etc - upper half, on and slightly marked until ww enter 
-Vc/Cb - m.216,218, etc - slight comma before the fourth beat 
-Vla/Vc/Cb - m.260-262 - slight hairpins on the long notes 
-Violins - m.290 new descrec. Upcoming crec goes to mp 
-Tutti - 1 before R - comma before the second note. Winds/Brass - watch retake of bows in the 
strings 
 
Beethoven 
 
Mvt I 
-Violins - talk with principals about m.7 
-m.33 - poco accel. The quarter becomes the half at the Allegro 
-Violins- eighth notes are off and please use little bow 
 
Mvt II 
-Strings - m.55 - 60 - off the string for the dagger notes. same idea later around 143 
-Tutti - m.74 - lift on the 'and' of beat 3; same idea 238 
-Vc/Cb - m.110, 112 - lift on the tie 
-Tutti - small rit before letter E (m.158), then a tempo 
-m.273-274 - comma between eighth notes 
 
Mvt IV 
-Tutti - small descrec at end of m.24. Assimilate to those spots later 
-Tutti - small comma before pp in m.338, same idea at 416 
 


